1. Introduction

Ring rolling has been a kind of irreplaceable near-net-shape metal forming technology for the manufacture of various ring-shaped parts with high performance and high precision, such as various bearing races, ring gears, aero-engine casing, nuclear reactors parts and various connecting flanges, due to the most important advantages of the favourable grain flow and good surface quality of the rolled rings (Eruc & Shivpuri, 1992). Radial-axial ring rolling, the forming principle of which is shown in Fig.1, is a classic form of ring rolling process and is usually adopted to manufacture various high-quality large rings widely served in many important industry areas such as aerospace and wind power. During the process, the main roll rotates at a rotational speed $n_1$; the mandrel squeezes the ring wall at a feed rate $v_f$ and runs idle because of the friction on the contact surface; the axial rolls, including the upper and lower conical rolls, are driven to rotate at an inverse speed $n_a$ around their axes and to withdraw at a speed $v_w$ with the increasing of the ring diameter to maintain a minimum relative slip between the axial rolls and the end faces of the ring; at the same time, the upper conical roll slides toward the lower conical roll at a feed rate $v_a$ to cause axial height reduction of the ring, while the lower conical roll is held in a fixed position above the table plate of the radial-axial mill; the guide rolls contact the ring outer diameter to ensure the circularity of the ring, and any force imbalance and instability during the rolling process are removed by the actions of the guide rolls. Under the cooperative actions of all the rolls, the ring blank rotates and produces plastic deformation of reduction in cross-section and growth in diameter.

From the forming principle of radial-axial ring rolling, it can be known that the process is characterized by extremely complicated dynamic forming and high flexibility due to multiple independent control system for the three sets of rolls, namely, the radial main roll and mandrel, two axial conical rolls and two guide rolls, as illustrated in Fig. 1. What’s more, in consideration of microstructure evolution of ring materials and the final performance of the rolled ring, the thermal-coupled plastic deformation behavior of the process and response of ring materials properties to the process are necessary and significant concerns for the design, operation and optimization of the process. In practice, the radial-axial ring rolling process usually presents uncooperative motions of the rolls, severe instabilities thus usually rolls rings with various macro and micro defects due to unreasonable design of process parameters (mainly including the sizes of ring blank,
forming temperature and various motion parameters such as $v_f$, $n_1$, $v_a$, $n_a$, and $v_w$, as shown in Fig. 1) and severe dynamic contacts and collisions between the ring and the rolls. Thus, the optimal design and precise control of the actual process and the quality control of the rolled rings are faced with huge challenges and difficulties.

Fig. 1. Forming principle of radial-axial ring rolling

Due to the above concerns, the key science problem, which must be solved for the R&D of radial-axial ring rolling technology, is the evolution mechanism of geometry and microstructure of ring blank during the process. This is because the final precision of shape and size of the rolled ring depends on the evolution mechanism of the geometry of the ring blank, and the final performance of the rolled ring depends on the evolution mechanism of the microstructure of the ring blank. Solving the above science problem is the theoretical basis for the optimal design and steady control of the process. However, it is difficult to solve the above science problem only by experiment or theory analysis or numerical simulation because of the complexity of the process.

FE numerical modeling and simulation has been proven to be a powerful and accurate method to study plastic deformation behavior of various complicated metal forming processes (Yang et al. 2004), and can conduct more comprehensive, profound, and detailed investigations compared with the analytical and experimental methods. So, FE numerical modeling and simulation combined with theoretical analysis and experimental observation has been a powerful means for many metal forming processes such as forging, extrusion, spinning, tube bending and various rolling technologies including flat rolling, ring rolling, and so on.

So far, the ring rolling technology has evolved over 150 years. Allwood et al. (2005) reviewed the contributions of 174 papers by a thorough survey of work on ring rolling published in the English and German languages by 2004. Many studies on the ring rolling technology have been carried out by many researchers through experiment, theoretical analysis or numerical simulation. Johnson et al. (1968) carried out earlier experimental works on ring rolling. Hawkyard et al. (1973) reported a theoretical prediction for the roll force and torque during ring rolling between plain cylindrical rolls, and examined the prediction accuracy by experimental measurements of roll force and torque. Mamalis et al. (1975) investigated the cavity formation by rolling profiled (T-shaped) rings experimentally.
Lugora et al. (1987) analyzed the spread in plain ring rolling using Hill's general method of analysis. Hahn et al. (1994) reported the UBET analysis of the closed-pass ring rolling of rings having arbitrarily shaped profiles.

With the rapid development of numerical calculation and computer technologies, FE numerical simulation technology was widely employed to investigate deformation mechanics of ring rolling. Kim et al. (1990) reported a finite element code 'RING' which was developed for the three-dimensional deformation analysis of ring rolling. Yang et al. (1991) simulated the T-section profile ring rolling processes by rigid-plastic finite element method. Kang & Kobayashi (1991) and Joun et al. (1998) carried out the studies on preform design in ring rolling using the backward tracing scheme and an axisymmetric forging approach, respectively. Davey & Ward (2003) presented an ALE approach for finite element ring-rolling simulation to save computational cost. Based on the finite element method, Forouzan et al. (2003) proposed a new method (thermal spokes) to simulate the guide roll effect in FE analysis of the ring rolling process.

In recent years, many advances in ring rolling were obtained mainly by FE numerical simulations. For example, Wang et al. (2007) developed a virtual radial-axial ring rolling process for guiding process design and optimization using the LS-DYNA FE code; Jong et al. (2007) investigated the radial-axial ring-rolling design of a large-scale ring product of Ti-6Al-4V alloy using a calculation method and FEM analysis; Moon et al. (2008) predicted the polygonal-shaped defects during hot ring rolling using a rigid-viscoplastic finite element method; Hua et al. (2009) established a ring stiffness condition in radial-axial ring rolling whose validity was evaluated by numerical simulation; Zhou et al. (2010, 2011) numerically analyzed the coupled thermo-mechanical behaviors in radial-axial rolling of alloy steel large ring and revealed the effects of roll size on the process, and so on.

Facing with national needs in aerospace area, our research team, namely lab of precision plastic forming (LPPF) led by Professor He Yang in Northwestern Polytechnical University of China, has continuously engaged in investigating various complicated and special metal forming processes, such as NC tube bending (Yang et al., 2010; Zhan et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010), precision die forging and local loading forming (Yang et al. 2002; Liu et al., 2002; Fan et al., 2010), spinning (Yang et al., 2010; Zhan et al., 2007) and ring rolling (Guo et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2008; Guo & Yang, 2011). In the aspect of ring rolling, we achieved many important findings in past several years. For example, Yang et al. (2008) investigated the effects of blank size on strain and temperature distribution during hot rolling of titanium alloy large rings by 3D coupled thermo-mechanical FE simulations; Guo et al. (2005) revealed the plastic deformation behavior in cold ring rolling by FE simulation and proposed three kinds of plastic deformation behaviors of pure radial ring rolling process. Guo & Yang (2011) developed mathematical model of a steady forming condition for radial-axial ring rolling and demonstrated its validation by FE simulations; Li et al. (2008) reported a control method of guide rolls in 3D-FE simulation of ring rolling; Wang et al. (2009) revealed the coupled mechanical and thermal behaviours in hot rolling of large rings of titanium alloy using 3D dynamic explicit FEM, and so on. The relevant studies on the above metal forming technologies have attained supports of many national major research programs such as the Natural Science Foundation of China, National Basic Research Program of China (“973” Program), National Major Science and Technology Special Projects of China and National High Technology Research and Development Program of China (“863” Program).

In this book chapter, we first propose a high-end research route for aerospace plasticity technology in terms of our understanding and research experiences on various metal
forming processes and give an application example of it for the investigation of radial-axial ring rolling technology, then discuss the involved key FE modelling technologies and reliability of the developed thermo-mechanical coupled 3D-FE model for the entire radial-axial ring rolling process, next report some simulation results including ring geometry evolution, stress field, strain field, temperature field, rolling forces and torques in the radial and axial directions during the process, afterwards summarize the conclusion and future work, and finally express our acknowledgement for the support given to this work.

2. High-end research route for aerospace plasticity technology

With the rapid development of aerospace industry, various key aerospace components need to be manufactured by plasticity technology for the fabrication of high-end aerospace equipments. But due to the severe service environment in aerospace area, manufacturing various key components, which have features of light weight, high precision, high performance, high reliability and high efficiency, has been the eternal goal for the R&D of advanced technology of plasticity. Therefore, the R&D of the aerospace plasticity technology is facing with huge challenges as discussed below.

2.1 Challenges for aerospace plasticity technology

In consideration of the requirements of light weight, high precision, high performance, high reliability and high efficiency for the key aerospace components, the main challenges for the R&D of aerospace plasticity technology are concisely summarized as follows.

1. Various difficult-to-deform and expensive materials such as titanium alloy, which have high strength, poor ductility, low elastic modulus and complicated microstructure but possess low density, good corrosion resistance and high temperature resistance, are employed to manufacture the key aerospace components, thus leading to difficulties for the R&D of aerospace plasticity technology.

2. The geometry structures of the key aerospace components become larger, thinner, more integral and more complex, which result in complicated preform design, ultrahigh forming load, inhomogeneous microstructure and performance, loose geometry tolerance and complicated dies for their plastic forming thus leads to huge challenges to the aerospace plasticity technology.

3. The plastic forming process of the key aerospace components is influenced interactively by multi-factors including material parameters (initial microstructure and various physical or chemical properties), process parameters (temperature, strain rate and degree of deformation, etc), geometry parameters (blank or preform size, product size and die size), so is highly nonlinear due to its material, boundary and geometry nonlinearity. The coupled effects of multi-factors and high nonlinearity lead to huge challenges to the aerospace plasticity technology.

Therefore, it is essential and urgent to find certain advanced methodology for the R&D of the aerospace plasticity technology. In terms of our understanding and research experiences on various metal forming technologies, we propose the following high-end research route for the aerospace plasticity technology.

2.2 Proposing of high-end research route for aerospace plasticity technology

In consideration of challenges for plasticity technology in aerospace area, a high-end research route for aerospace plasticity technology is proposed as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Due to the complexity of metal forming processes, FE numerical simulation organically combined with analytics and experiment is employed to investigate the forming mechanism of various metal forming processes. The relationships among the analytics, experiment and simulation are concisely discussed as follows.

The analytics is used to initially design the process parameters and provide basic understanding of the concerned metal forming process thus provides guidance and basis for FE modelling of the process. Of course, the analytics also can provide guidance for experiment. The experiment is used to verify the accuracy and reliability of the developed FE model. Also, the experiment can be used to verify the results obtained by analytics. And the prediction results obtained by simulation can provide detailed data information and important guidance for the analytics, experiment and actual production process.

Therefore, synthetically using analytics, experiment and FE numerical modeling technologies such as FE algorithm selection, mesh design and optimization, materials modelling, definition of contact and friction, and treatment of dynamic boundary, developing multi-field, multi-scale and entire process 3D-FE model and carrying out comprehensive simulation & optimization have been an advanced and unique methodology for investigating the concerned metal forming process. The multi-field, multi-scale and entire process 3D-FE model can be used as a virtual experimental platform to rapidly and inexpensively carry out various investigations about the concerned metal forming technology. The research contents, which can be carried out by the virtual experimental platform, include macro plastic deformation behavior, microstructure evolution behavior, effects and coupled effects of various factors (material, process and geometry parameters), and the prediction and control of various macro and micro forming defects, etc. The research aims for the concerned metal forming process are to reveal evolution mechanism of geometry and performance (microstructure) of the preform blank, to realize optimal design and steady control of the process and to develop high-performance and precise aerospace
plasticity technologies. And in Fig. 2, the virtual orthogonal experiment is employed to design simulation experimental schedule for the purpose of saving calculation cost as far as possible. The simulation and optimization methods are combined to realize optimal design of the concerned metal forming process so as to obtain defect-free and high-performance deformed products.

2.3 High-end research route for radial-axial ring rolling technology

As an application example of the above proposed methodology for the investigation of aerospace plasticity technology, the high-end research route for radial-axial ring rolling technology has been given in Fig. 3 in consideration of the features of the process.

Fig. 3. High-end research route for radial-axial ring rolling technology

The high-end research route for radial-axial ring rolling technology actually outlines the key technologies, methods, contents and aims for the investigation of the process, which can be regarded as an overall planning for the implementation of various research tasks.

3. Numerical modelling of radial-axial ring rolling

Under ABAQUS/Explicit software environment, we developed a coupled thermo-mechanical 3D-FE model for the entire radial-axial ring rolling process, as shown in Fig. 4 (Guo & Yang, 2011). The dynamic explicit FEM and mass scaling are used in the model to speed up the computation.

However, the model can only be used to investigate the coupled thermo-mechanical deformation behaviour but can not predict the microstructure evolution of ring blank. But the current model will be an important basis for the simulation of microstructure evolution. The involved key FE modelling technologies are discussed as follows in detail.
3.1 Key FE modeling technologies

The involved key technologies for the FE modelling of radial-axial ring rolling process mainly include geometry and assembly model, mesh design and optimization, material model, model of guide rolls control mechanism, contact and friction, and determination of the paths of the rolls.

3.1.1 Geometry and assembly model

Geometry model describes the shape and size of every geometry part in the FE model. In Fig. 4, all the geometry parts include the ring blank, main roll, mandrel, two guide rolls, two axial conical rolls, supporting rolls, locating ball, guide rolls adjustment mechanism and locating mechanism used to capture the position of the locating ball so as to define the translation motion of the axial rolls in the X direction. The ring blank is modelled by deformable solid body which can be assigned certain material properties. All the rolls and locating ball are modelled by non-deformable analytic rigid surface bodies. For the guide rolls adjustment mechanism and locating mechanism, the fluid cavities are modelled by surface elements based on surface-based fluid cavities technology and the linkages used to control the guide rolls and locating ball are modelled by various connector elements such as beam, weld and hinge. The locating mechanism is designed to capture the growth behavior of the ring throughout the simulation of the radial-axial ring rolling process. Then based on the captured growth behavior of the ring, the translation motion of the axial rolls in the X direction can be conveniently controlled. A small force acting on the end-face of the fluid cavity 2 (as shown in Fig. 4) is preset to avoid appreciable effects on the radial-axial ring rolling process caused by the locating ball. The supporting roll is designed to support the gravity of the ring.

The assembly model is used to describe the relative position relationships among all the geometry parts. In consideration of the spread deformation of the ring in the axial direction, the supporting roll is located below the lower end-face of the ring about 3mm for the FE model shown in Fig. 4. It is noted that the linkages for the control of the guide rolls and location ball should be designed to have enough motion space when the ring grows to the maximum diameter. Fig. 4 fully demonstrates the assembly model describing the relative position relationships among all the geometry parts.
3.1.2 Mesh design and optimization

Mesh design and optimization involves selection of element type, check of mesh quality, determination of element size and mesh convergence study, etc.

In the FE model shown in Fig.4, all the rolls and locating ball need not be meshed because they are modelled by rigid surface bodies; the fluid cavities are meshed by surface elements; the linkages are meshed by various connector elements such as beam, hinge and weld; and the ring is meshed by the coupled thermo-mechanical hexahedron element with eight nodes (C3D8RT). An adaptive mesh domain is created for the entire ring to maintain a high-quality mesh throughout an analysis, and reduction integration and hourglass control are employed to save computational time and avoid the zero-energy mode caused by the bending mode of deformation, respectively.

The mesh size is optimized by performing a mesh convergence study, where the same problem is simulated with a different level of refinement of the mesh, and then the simulation results are compared. If further mesh refinement produces a negligible change in the solution, the mesh is said to be converged.

3.1.3 Material model

Material model is used to describe the response of material properties to the coupled thermo-mechanical plastic deformation in metal forming processes and is the key concern for the prediction accuracy of the FE model. The material data, which should be given for the development of FE model, include stress-strain curves under different temperature and strain rate, temperature-dependent physical properties (including linear expansion coefficient, thermal conductivity, specific heat and Young's modulus), density and Poisson ratio, etc.

In Fig.4, the ring material used in the FE model is GH4169 alloy (Chinese grades), equivalent to IN718 alloy of American grades. All the material data stated above are given in the literature (Guo & Yang, 2011). For other geometry parts except the ring, material data need not be assigned to them because they are modeled by either rigid bodies or surface elements for fluid cavities and connector elements for linkages in the guide adjustment mechanism and locating mechanism.

3.1.4 Model of guide rolls control mechanism

The guide rolls play a significant role in both the circularity of the rolled ring and the stability of the radial-axial ring rolling process. Any force imbalance and instability during the rolling process can be removed by the actions of the guide rolls if well-controlled.

In the FE model shown in Fig.4, the guide rolls can be controlled adaptively by an adjustment mechanism which is modeled using the surface-based fluid cavities and connector element technologies in ABAQUS based on the method proposed by Li et al. (2008).

3.1.5 Contact and friction

Contacts are defined to transfer acting force, friction force and heat between the preform blank and various dies for the simulation of metal forming process by setting contact pairs, friction model and contact properties.

For the FE model of radial-axial ring rolling process shown in Fig.4, eight contact pairs are defined between the ring and the rolls. There exists friction and contact heat conduction at the interface of each contact pair. The modified Coulomb friction model is employed, and
the friction coefficients are assumed to be constant during an FE analysis. The guide rolls, supporting roll and locating ball are assumed as smooth surfaces so the friction coefficients on them are zero.

3.1.6 Determination of the paths of the rolls

Determination of the paths of the rolls is the basis for the definition of dynamic boundary conditions in the simulation of radial-axial ring rolling process. In ABAQUS, the amplitude curves with time of the rolls’ motion parameters, including the feed rate of the mandrel \( v_f \), rotational speed of the main roll \( n_1 \), feed rate of the upper axial conical roll \( v_a \), and rotational speed of the axial conical rolls as shown in Fig.1, can be used to define the paths of the rolls. However, as previously stated, the radial-axial ring rolling process usually exhibits uncooperative motions of the rolls and severe instabilities. The uncooperative motions of the rolls often lead to unexpected distortion of the ring. So it is a great challenge to successfully establish a radial-axial ring rolling process and maintain its stability. How to properly design the motion parameters of the rolls is the key to this problem. Only when the motion parameters are well-designed can the radial-axial ring rolling process be established successfully thus can the FE model of the process be developed successfully to investigate its deformation behavior.

Guo & Yang (2011) proposed a steady forming condition describing both the mathematic correlations and the reasonable ranges of the process parameters of radial-axial ring rolling. And through the developed mathematic model of the steady forming condition, the variation curves with rolling time of \( n_a, v_f, n_1, v_a \) and \( n_1 \) can be determined. These curves can be used as the motion amplitude curves of the rolls to define the dynamic boundary condition for the FE modeling of the radial-axial ring rolling process. The specific details for the determination of the rolls’ paths can be referenced in the above literature. The determined paths of the rolls can ensure an approximately constant growth rate of the ring for the consideration of process stability. It is thus clear that analytics is a significant aid for the FE modeling of the metal forming process.

Fig. 5. Measured and predicted variation of the outer diameter of the ring with time
3.2 Model verification
The developed FE model for the radial-axial ring rolling process was verified by experiment in terms of the variations of the outer diameter of the ring and the roll forces in the radial and axial directions, as discussed in the literature (Guo & Yang, 2011).

Fig. 5 shows the measured and predicted variation of the outer diameter of the ring with time. It is seen that the predicted results are in good agreement with the measured ones. This indicates that the accuracy of the developed FE model is sufficient for the prediction of plastic deformation.

Fig. 6 shows the measured and predicted variations of the roll forces in the radial and axial directions with time at the stable rolling stage. It is observed that the predicted roll forces are the same order of the measured ones but with errors to some extent. Through a
comparison between measured and predicted results, the maximum relative errors of the radial and axial roll forces are about 10.3% and 21.6% at the stable rolling stage, respectively. The discrepancy between them could be caused by the errors arising from material properties, temperature, thermal boundary conditions, measurement operations and rolling schedules, etc. Therefore, the developed FE model for the radial-axial ring rolling process can be deemed to have enough accuracy and reliability for investigating the plastic deformation behavior of the process.

4. Numerical simulation of radial-axial ring rolling

A simulation case study for radial-axial ring rolling process has been carried out carefully based on the established virtual experimental platform, namely the coupled thermo-mechanical 3D-FE model of the process. For the simulation, the needed various data and parameters include material data, sizes of ring blank, rolled ring and all the rolls, various motion parameters describing the paths of the rolls, etc. These data and parameters all can be selected or determined by the above stated key FE modelling technologies in consideration of both the equipment condition and steady forming condition of the process. The detailed calculation conditions are given as follows.

4.1 Calculation condition

Table 1 gives the used material, sizes of ring blank, rolled ring and all the rolls, friction coefficient, initial temperature of the ring blank, and the rotational speed $n_1$ and $n_a$. $n_1$ is selected according to the equipment condition and $n_a$ is determined by the relation between $n_a$ and $n_1$, i.e., $n_a=R_1n_1/R_{a1}$ given in the mathematic model of the steady forming condition (Guo & Yang, 2011). All the geometry size parameters listed in Table 1 are labelled in Fig. 7. And the relevant properties data of the used material can be found in the above literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The used material of ring blank</td>
<td>GH4169 alloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer diameter of the ring blank $D_0$ (mm)</td>
<td>212.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner diameter of the ring blank $d_0$ (mm)</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness of the ring blank $b_0$ (mm)</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the ring blank $h_0$ (mm)</td>
<td>57.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer diameter of the rolled ring $D_f$ (mm)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner diameter of the rolled ring $d_f$ (mm)</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness of the rolled ring $b_f$ (mm)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the rolled ring $h_f$ (mm)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of the main roll $R_1$ (mm)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of the mandrel $R_2$ (mm)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half of cone angle of the axial rolls $\theta$ (°)</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling radius of the axial rolls $R_{a1}$ (mm)</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction coefficient $\mu$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial temperature of the ring blank (°C)</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotational speed of the main roll $n_1$ (r/min)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotational speed of the axial rolls $n_a$ (r/min)</td>
<td>188.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The needed various data and parameters in the simulation case study
Another important work is to design the feed curves (paths) of the mandrel and the upper conical roll for the final determination of the calculation condition. Fig. 8 illustrates the feed curves versus rolling time of the mandrel and upper conical roll determined by the mathematical model of the developed steady forming condition as previously stated.

Based on the above calculation condition, a 3D-FE model of radial-axial ring rolling process is developed to predict the ring geometry evolution, stress field, strain field, temperature field, roll force and roll torque. The simulation results are discussed below.

### 4.2 Ring geometry evolution

Fig. 9 gives the deformed meshes of the ring blank with the rolling process progressing. It can be observed that the ring produces deformation of reduction in thickness, reduction in height, and extension in diameter during the radial-axial ring rolling process and the circularity of the rolled ring is good. And the simulation indicates that the overall rolling process has good stability.
Fig. 9. Deformed meshes of the ring blank with the rolling process progressing
Observing the changes of deformed meshes of the ring, we can learn that the axial spread produced by the radial rolling is removed by the axial rolling of the axial conical rolls and the radial spread produced by the axial rolling is removed by the radial rolling between the main roll and mandrel. Just under the alternately multi-pass rolling in the radial and axial directions, the ring produces reductions of thickness and height and extension of diameter during the radial-axial ring rolling process.

4.3 Stress field
Fig. 10 gives the stress distribution contour of the rolled ring. It is seen that the maximum stress locates in the radial and axial deformation zones. And from the top view of the stress distribution contour, we can find that the radial and axial deformation zones are not on a diameter of the ring, although the radial and axial rolls are configured on a diameter of the ring. The arrow direction indicates the rotational direction of the ring. Just the deformation accumulation of ring materials in the radial and axial deformation zones leads to the reduction of cross-section and expansion of diameter of the ring blank.

Fig. 10. Stress distribution contour of the rolled ring

4.4 Strain field
Fig. 11 shows equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) distribution contour under different time during the radial-axial ring rolling process. It can be seen that: (1) at the early stage of the process, the plastic deformation basically only produces on the contact surfaces, i.e., the inner and outer surfaces and the upper and lower faces of the ring and then gradually extends to the centre of the ring with the process progressing; and (2) at the end of the process, the maximum plastic deformation locates on the corner close to the outer surface of the ring, while at the centre of the ring, there is an approximately circular ring zone in which the plastic strain is relatively small and much smaller than that on the maximum strain zone.

4.5 Temperature field
Fig. 12 shows temperature distribution contour under different time during the radial-axial ring rolling process. We can see that: (1) the minimum temperature zone locates in the centre area of the inner surface of the ring and the maximum temperature zone locates on the corner close to the outer surface of the ring; (2) in the minimum temperature zone, the
temperature decreases compared with the initial temperature of the ring due to contact heat dissipation; and (3) in the maximum temperature zone, the temperature increases compared with the initial temperature of the ring due to the heat generation of maximum plastic deformation.

4.6 Roll force and torque

Fig. 13 gives the variations of roll forces, which are measured by reaction forces on the mandrel, main roll, upper conical roll and lower conical roll, during radial-axial ring rolling process. From the figure it can be observed that: (1) the roll forces rapidly increase to maximum value at the early rolling stage and then gradually decrease at the steady rolling stage of the process; (2) the reaction force on the mandrel is greater than on the main roll, so
the radial roll force should be determined by the reaction force on the mandrel for the selection of roll mill in consideration of safety for this simulation case; and (3) the reaction forces on the upper and lower conical rolls are basically equivalent, so the axial roll force can be determined by any one of them.

Fig. 14 shows the variation of the contact area between the ring and the rolls during the radial-axial ring rolling process. It is seen that the variation laws of the contact area during the process is similar to the ones of the roll forces shown in Fig.13. The size of the contact area between the ring and the rolls reflects the size of the deformation zone. The bigger is the contact area, the bigger is the deformation zone, and vice versa. So we can conclude from Fig.14 that the deformation zone in the radial pass is bigger than that in the axial pass for this simulation case.
Fig. 13. Variation curves of roll forces during the radial-axial ring rolling process

Fig. 14. The variation curves of the contact area between the ring and the rolls during the radial-axial ring rolling process

Fig. 15 gives the variations of the radial and axial roll torques, which are measured by reaction torques on the main roll and the axial upper and lower conical rolls, during radial-axial ring rolling process.

From Fig. 15 it can be observed that at the early stage, the variations of the radial and axial roll torques are relatively drastic and then tend towards stability. This demonstrates that the early rolling stage should be well-controlled for performing a successful radial-axial ring rolling operation. And the reaction torques of the upper and lower conical rolls have the same variation laws but reverse values because the axial conical rolls rotate in reverse direction during the rolling process.
5. Conclusion and future work

In consideration of the unique requirements of light weight, high precision, high performance, high reliability and high efficiency for the plasticity forming manufacture of various key aerospace components, the main challenges for the R&D of aerospace plasticity technology are summarized concisely. Facing the challenges, we have proposed a high-end research route for systematically and deeply investigating the aerospace plasticity technology, and pointed out that multi-field, multi-scale and entire process 3D-FE modeling, simulation and optimization has been an advanced and unique methodology for the rapid and inexpensive investigation of various aerospace plasticity technologies, especially for the R&D of new aerospace products and plasticity technologies for new materials.

As an application example of the proposed methodology for the investigation of aerospace plasticity technology, the high-end research route for radial-axial ring rolling technology has been given in consideration of the features of the process, which can be regarded as an overall planning for the implementation of various research tasks. Guided by the high-end research route, we first discussed the key FE modelling technologies such as geometry and assembly model, mesh design and optimization, material model, model of guide rolls control mechanism, contact and friction and determination of the paths of the rolls in detail, and then demonstrated the validation of the developed thermo-mechanical coupled 3D-FE model of radial-axial ring rolling process in terms of comparison of ring geometry and radial-axial roll forces with experiment.

Taking the coupled thermo-mechanical 3D-FE model as a virtual experimental platform, we carried out a simulation case study of radial-axial ring rolling process carefully. Some key simulation results, including ring geometry evolution, stress field, strain field, temperature field, roll forces and roll torques, are reported. The obtained simulation results are beneficial to gaining insight into the forming mechanism and laws of radial-axial ring rolling process and will provide important basis for the optimal design and steady control of the process.

However, the current studies carried out in this book chapter only basically realized multi-field (coupled thermo-mechanical) and entire process FE modelling and simulation. So,
Numerical Modelling and Simulation of Radial-Axial Ring Rolling Process

according to the proposed high-end research route (as shown in Fig.3) and the key science problem proposed in introduction section of radial-axial ring rolling technology, the future work for the process is summarized as follows.

1. To develop microstructure evolution model of ring blank materials during radial-axial ring rolling process so as to numerically reveal the response of materials properties to the process;
2. To establish macro-micro coupled multi-scale FE model of radial-axial ring rolling process by embedding the microstructure evolution model of ring blank materials into the current coupled thermo-mechanical 3D-FE model of the process;
3. To reveal evolution mechanism of the geometry and microstructure of the ring blank by investigating macro plastic deformation and microstructure evolution behaviors, coupled effects of multi-factors, and macro and micro forming defects during radial-axial ring rolling process;
4. To establish optimization design and steady control method of radial-axial ring rolling process and to develop high-performance and precise radial-axial ring rolling technology.
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